Deckorators Cedar Ornamental Post Caps

999

$

Concrobium House and Deck Wash
#8706681. 68 oz. Non-toxic solution that
removes dirt, grime and surface mold &
mildew stains from exterior surfaces. It
contains no bleach or other harmful
chemicals and is plant-friendly. Ideal for
wood, composite wood, stone, masonry,
concrete, stucco, vinyl, aluminum and
fabric. Works on decks, patios, fences,
railings, shakes, walkways, awnings and
patio furniture.

688
$
39
#8907800 56 oz. 10
#8907792 32 oz.

$

Deck Stain Remover
#3376043 4x4

#4704391 4x4

857

#72295 4x4

999

$

1067

$

$

#72264 4x4

1707

$

#0456798 4x4
$

1477

#1326297 6x6
$

2057

Whether you’re building a new deck or refreshing an existing one, you’ll find a Deckorators post
cap to complement your railing, balusters and design style. Post caps are an easy way to express
your personality outdoors. 4 x 4 (inside dimensions 3-5/8" x 3-5/8" for standard 4 x 4 post) 6 x 6
(inside dimensions 5-5/8" x 5-5/8" for standard 6 x 6 post)

Composite deck cleaner removes tough
stains caused by mold, mildew, algae,
fungus and moss. Gel formula allows
cleaning agents to remain on vertical
surfaces, such as side rails, longer to
achieve the highest effective contact time.

767

$

Deck Scrub Brush
#4494530. 8" poly block.
Quality plastic fiber. 48"
powder coated steel handle.
Convenient hang-up feature.

7377 Construction Bag Set

$

#7021066. The Bucket Boss Mullet Buster 31 in.
Suspension Rig. Made of heavy-duty 1680D 2ply poly fabric. Two large capacity pouches,
one with a speed square pocket and several
pockets means you can carry plenty of hand
tools on the jobsite. Belt fits waists up to 52 in.

$

7697

Professional 30 in. Carpenter's
Suspension Rig
#9584483. 17 inside pockets and 7
outside pockets. 1680 Denier Poly
construction with belt. The suspension rig
has 100% gel-padded suspenders to help
provide for comfort, while the belt is
adjustable to fit 29 - 46 in. waists.

7897 Framer's Suspension Rig

$

#9584475. The ideal tool organizer for framers
or other professionals. 40 pocket. Gel-padded
suspenders. Made of heavy-duty ballistic ripstop fabric, it holds 3 hammers, metal clip for
tape measure, even a cell phone holder. Belt
fits waist up to 52 in.

$

14927

72” Sliding
Door Hardware Kit

#2049922. Oil rubbed bronze finish.
Adds rustic appeal to interior door
openings. Includes all mounting
hardware and components to hang
one interior door. Pre-drilled tracks.
Accommodates openings of up to 36
in wide, for openings wider than 36 in
use multiple kits. For single doors 13/8 and 1-3/4” thick up to 200 lb.
Handle, latch & door not included.

12689

$

Ballistic Suspension Rig
#9473455. Professional rig made of licensed

Decorative Visible
Rail Systems

Cordura Ballistic nylon fabric, the toughest
wearing fabric on the planet. The BSR comes
loaded with pro features. Infinity belt for best
fit. LoadBear stretch suspension for comfort.
Barrel bottom pouches for extra capacity.

Rail systems do not include door
or door handles.

$
$

23

#058688. Ensures air stealth dust mask does
not get contaminated when not in use. Hard
case with Zip closure. Adjustable shoulder
strap and belt loop.

357

Spectracide Foam
#0313643 17 oz. Kills all
common weeds and
grasses. Waterproof in 15
minutes. Use along fences,
driveways and walkways.

$

2697

Air Stealth 1/2 Mask
#06227 SM/MD. #62210 MD/LD . Features a
low-profile ergonomic construction. The
slim, compact and lightweight design of the
half mask allows the user to enjoy good allround vision with ultra-efficient respiratory
protection to P3(R) APF10 standards, covering airborne particles, mist, welds, fumes,
dust, plaster, concrete and silica dust to 99.
99% efficiency at 0.3 microns and above.

3699

$

Folding Sawhorse Pair
#6375372. Secures your sawing
surface and is collapsible for easy
transporting and storage. When used
as a pair, this lightweight and sturdy
sawhorse twin pack can hold 1,000 lbs.

#2064285 1 qt

616

$

#9821182 1 gal

$

1097

Concentrate
#4374005 40 oz

$

2015

#6361273 1 gal

$

#2225746 64 oz

$

(A) Studio

Interior Barn Door
57

Air Stealth Mask
with Case

$

259

3077

Spectracide Weed & Grass Killer
This product is a non-selective herbicide
that will kill any vegetation contacted. It
enters plants through the leaves and moves
down to the roots. This will ensure that the
entire plant is eliminated. Rainproof in 15
minutes. Visible results in 3 hours. Kills the
root. Plant new flower, trees and shrubs in
treated area after just one day.

837

#6373872 2 gal

$

1270

#2460102. The Studio Barn Door
Style sliding door kit with 2
integrated soft-close mechanisms
and a 78" upper track in stainless
steel. The kit is made for door
thicknesses ranging from 1-3/8" to
1-3/4". The lag bolt and pre-drilled
track makes for a simple
installation.

$

109

(A)

(B)

Rustic
Interior Barn Door

#2460302. The RUSTIC BARN DOOR
KIT is a wall mount sliding system
for 1 wood door weighing up to
220 lbs. Complete hardware set
with visible strap mount running
gear in matte black, including a
matching 78" flat bar track with wall
mounts and lag bolts. Includes antiderail discs and a 2-part floor guide
to be used for installations with
grooves in the bottom of the door
and installations without grooves in
the bottom of the door.

$

(B)

17567

(C) Industrial
Interior Barn Door

#2460120. Sliding door kit with 78"
upper track in stainless steel. The kit
is made for door thickness of 1 3/8"
to 1 3/4". The lag bolt and predrilled track makes for a simple
installation This is an economical
product intended for residential
light duty use.

(C)

Compression Tank Sprayer
Landscapers polyethylene tank generalpurpose pressure sprayer ideal for
spraying water, fertilizers, herbicides,
pesticides and more. Sprayer wand with
adjustable nozzle and On/Off trigger lock.
Pump and sprayer constructed of noncorrosive polyethylene, heavy-duty hose.
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